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When Elizabeth Alexandra Mary of York was born on Apr 21, 1926, it was deemed unlikely that she

would ever become the Queen of England. At the time she was third in line for the throne, behind her

uncle and her father. But things changed on a dime in 1936 when her grandfather died and her uncle

became king, only to give up the throne months later to marry the woman he loved. Elizabeth's father

was crowned king in 1937 and remained in the role until his death in 1952. At 25Ys old, her Majesty

Queen Elizabeth ascended to the role she has now held for slightly more than six decades.

Not all leaders have royalty in their blood, but they can come from all walks of life and sometimes

even the most unexpected of places. While some people are what you'd call "natural- born leaders"

others are a bastion of untapped potential.

As you look around your organization, take a moment to consider where your future leaders are

coming from and how, if at all, you are grooming them for success. It turns out that many workers,

especially younger ones, are really itching for training and guidance.

Consider a recent report by The Hartford that showed that only 34% of the Millennials surveyed said

they are business leaders today, but 59% aspire to be leaders in business in the next 5Ys. If the

willingness and desire to lead is present, then banks should be doing our utmost to meet those needs

with ongoing training and development.

Studies find younger workers are desperately seeking out a sense of purpose at work. Findings from

The Hartford survey highlight what exactly employers can be doing to feed Millennials' desire for

training and tools to get ahead. It found 50% of those polled said employers can demonstrate their

investment in them as a future leader by offering training and development. Another 35% said they

welcomed being shown a clear career path and 34% said ongoing coaching and feedback

demonstrates an employer's commitment to them.

Given that Millennials are expected to comprise at least 50% of the global workforce in 6Ys, it's

particularly important to start priming tomorrow's leaders today. Most banks offer some level of on-

the-job training, but the depth of these programs can diverge widely. We suggest you take a look at

what you're currently offering by way of training and development and see where substantive

improvements can be made. Pay special attention to any opportunities to provide one-on-one

mentoring, as shadowing a seasoned banker can be very effective.

In addition to training programs offered within a bank, there may be leadership development

opportunities within the broader banking community that your young staffers may not know about,

but should be introduced to. A number of state banking associations, for instance, have active young

leadership divisions that provide various networking, volunteer and educational opportunities for

bankers. Some state associations even host special outings.

As seasoned bankers, we understand that our true, higher-level education takes place on the job and

continues on long after we leave school. Our future leaders are hungry for guidance and direction, so

let's be sure to treat them like royalty.
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BANK NEWS

M&A

First Tennessee Bank ($24.0B, TN) will acquire TrustAtlantic Bank ($446mm, NC) for about $80.0mm

in cash and stock.

M&A

Pacific Premier Bank ($1.9B, CA) will acquire Independence Bank ($408mm, CA) for about $71.5mm in

cash and stock.

M&A

Harbor Community Bank ($695mm, FL) will acquire First America Bank ($266mm, FL) for an

undisclosed sum.

M&A

Pinnacle Bancorp, the parent company ($7.7B, NE) of Pinnacle Bank in TX, WY and NE and Bank of

Colorado will acquire Home State Bank ($83mm, NE) for an undisclosed sum of money.

M&A

ServisFirst Bank ($3.8B, AL) will acquire Metro Bank ($212mm, GA) for about $41.2mm in cash and

stock.

M&A

Cancelled: Cross County Bank ($204mm, AR) has withdrawn its regulatory application to acquire

Forrest City Bank ($54mm, AR).

Job Cuts

BB&T ($184B, NC) said it will eliminate 800 jobs or about 2% of its workforce, as it seeks to reduce

costs.

SFR Change

In an effort to jumpstart the private mortgage market and make sure mortgage activity remains

decent, regulators have eliminated a proposed requirement for borrowers to make a 20% down

payment in order to get a high quality mortgage. Under a requirement of Dodd Frank, regulators

originally proposed that banks either hold 5% of the risk from the mortgages they package into

securities and sell or require borrowers make a 20% down payment to get a loan. Still, many banks

say the change isn't likely to do that much, given the billions regulators forced banks to pay since the

crisis and amid aggressive regulatory actions around single family residential lending/compliance.

Overseas Lending

The Wall Street Journal reports Wells Fargo officials say they are moving into commercial real estate

lending in Europe as they seek to expand.

FI Changes

The NY Times reports large banks are moving aggressively to shift their fixed income trading activities

to electronic platforms, in order to reduce costs and react more quickly. Experts say the move likely

means future job cuts in fixed income as firms and customers adjust to this new reality.
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